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The Virgin In Garden As
PRINCESS DIANA's new statue has been criticised for depicting the late royal as a "modern Virgin Mary" and encouraging fans to treat it as a shrine, a critic has claimed.
Diana statue slammed for encouraging ‘worship’ — Princess depicted as ‘modern Virgin Mary’
The walled hortus conclusus, its design and elements symbolic of the Virgin Mary, has a rich history in real gardening as well as in art and literature. Monastic gardens are carefully tended places ...
Letter: Contemplating the history of the ‘Christian’ garden
Game 3 of the 2021 NBA Finals between the Phoenix Suns and the Milwaukee Bucks is just hours from tipoff. But let’s say that planet Earth needs five basketball players right now to come with Richard ...
The perfect NBA All-Space Starting 5 after Virgin Galactic, Richard Branson’s historic milestone
The centerpiece of the Our Lady of La Vang Shrine is a statue of the Virgin Mary as she is believed to have appeared before a group of persecuted Vietnamese Catholics in 1798. During that historic ...
Our Lady of La Vang Shrine, Testament to the Journey of the Vietnamese-American People, to be Unveiled at Christ Cathedral on July 17
Rainbow flags and masks brightened Emancipation Garden on Saturday morning as more than 50 people set off for Yacht Haven Grande to show their support for the ...
Virgin Islanders march with pride
Using photography as a therapeutic tool, Sima Choubdarzadeh’s images protest the repression of women in Iran’s public sphere, channeling anger into intimate moments of connection and revelation ...
The Lotus Seeds Waiting to Sprout
The music video is set in a gauzy garden baby shower and features women ... it’s the “mature woman” version of the glorified virgin trope: where the idealized virgin is seen as innocent ...
Why the image of a glowing, round-bellied ‘earth mother’ is not as benign as you might think
The U.S. Virgin Islands were as hard-hit as any place in the country; in a territory with just 103,000 residents, more than 33,000 individuals and families have applied for assistance from the ...
After Irma and Maria: How 3 Spots on the U.S. Virgin Islands Are Faring
BEFORE she gave birth earlier this year, Kate Lawler thought she was prepared. She’d had a straightforward pregnancy, been warned all about the inevitable sleep deprivation and was ready to deal ...
I didn’t want to be here anymore after having a baby, I went to the darkest place I’ve been in my life, says Kate Lawler
After a lifetime of yearning to fly in space, Virgin Galactic’s Richard Branson was poised to blast off aboard his own winged rocket ship Sunday in his ...
Virgin Galactic’s Richard Branson flying own rocket to space
In our claustrophobic lives it's a rare luxury to experience moments of true escape, when we trade quotidian concerns for unbridled freedom. But a road trip along South Africa's Wild Coast delivers ...
Exploring South Africa's Eastern Cape on a Road Trip Along the Wild Coast
It was originally created in the 17th century by a French garden guru, Monsieur Grillet, then reconstructed in the 1700s. Today it gives delight to anyone who can afford a ticket to these gardens.
Giant horses’ heads and 10-metre sculptures: massive art to see right now
After my offer to donate my late grandmother's Virgin Mary statue, legions of readers devoted to the Holy Mother have offered to take her in.
Gianficaro: Finally, a home for Virgin Mary where she rightly belongs
To experience Curaçao like a local, stay at one of these 10 top-rated and well-located Curaçao hotels and resorts that capture the island’s essence.
The Best Curaçao Hotels and Resorts for a Truly Local Stay
Critic Brad A. Johnson says while Poppy & Seed isn’t technically a vegetarian restaurant, it is positively a great restaurant for vegetable lovers.
Review: It’s all about the garden at Poppy & Seed in Anaheim
While traveling to this Caribbean island, explore local food, art, and more with this list of the best things to do in Curaçao.
The 8 Best Things to Do in Curaçao
Some of the best Airbnb US island rentals include a quaint Nantucket cottage, a Galveston Island beach home, and a Mediterranean-style Catalina stay.
18 of the best Airbnbs on US islands, including lake homes, beach cottages, and resort-style condos
Dorsey began her career on the Garden Team in 2001 before becoming Farming Manager in 2013. In 2016, she was promoted to General Manager, then became the company's President in 2019. Given her ...
Samantha Dorsey, President of McEvoy Ranch, Celebrates 20 years with the Petaluma Purveyor of World-class Extra Virgin Olive Oil
Stock futures wavered Monday as investors geared up for corporate earnings season to kick off this week. In premarket trading, Virgin Galactic jumped over 9% after the company launched founder Richard ...
North American Morning Briefing: Stock Futures Slip as Earnings Season Set to Begin
Virgin Galactic — Virgin shares soared 38% ... Darden's stock added 2.6% after MKM upgraded the restaurant company and Olive Garden-parent to buy from neutral. Darden's fourth-quarter earnings ...
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